Introduction
In a steel making process, the fine molten steel slab is required to make a high quality sheet. When molten steel is deoxidized with aluminum, small particles of alumina are formed, which collide and coagulate with each other and float on the surface. 1) Those small particles are called inclusions and they do not cause any problem if they stay in such a small size as 1 mm. However, it causes a big problem from the point of view of steel quality if they become larger due to collision and coagulation among inclusions. In order to control the distribution of the larger size inclusions, it is therefore very important to have a model to simulate the particle collision and coagulation.
Previous works in the subject are described in Refs. 1)-3) and [5] [6] [7] [8] . In order to simulate the inclusion behavior, momentum and mass transport equations for each size of the inclusions and for liquid should be solved in a coupled way. In the numerical simulation of the most of the previous work, relatively smaller number of the inclusion particle size was considered to estimate the collision and coagulation. If the number of the particle size to be considered becomes larger, then the CPU time for solving those equations could be exponentially larger. But, in order to make an accurate estimation considering the effect of the various sizes of particle collision and coagulation, larger number of the particle size should be considered. So we need some mathematical models, which can deal with reasonably larger number of particle size and is economical in a computational time. An attractive, mathematical model has been established by Takatani et al. 2) for this purpose. In this study, a part of their idea has been adopted with some modifications in order to improve the numerical accuracy, and the procedure has been described in detail. We have selected 1 025 particle sizes, to simulate the collision in a more accurate way. In order to reduce the CPU time, only 13 sizes of the particles out of 1 025, have been selected to solve those equation. These 13 particles are called as selected particles. For the remaining particle sizes, linear interpolation is done to estimate the number density of the particles.
The resulting procedure has been reasonably economical in terms of computational speed. Using this procedure, the behavior of the collision and coagulation for the natural convection dominated molten steel flow with aluminum inclusions are calculated. In the collision process, three kinds of collision terms are considered: the first one is due to the flow field acceleration, the second one is due to the gravity acceleration, and the third one is due to the effect of the turbulent eddies. But it is not so clear about the contribution of each collision term. We have therefore studied these contributions.
Theoretical Analysis

Particle Size Definition
The particle sizes are given in terms of the particle type In a steel making process, the fine molten steel slab is required to make high quality sheet. From this point of view, it is very important to remove inclusions in molten steel. So a mathematical model, to predict the behavior of various sizes of aluminum inclusions in a molten steel flow, has been developed. In this model, three kinds of collision terms are considered: the first one is due to the flow field acceleration, the second one is due to the gravity acceleration, and the third one is due to the effect of the turbulent eddies. In the process of the collision, total 1 025 particle sizes are taken into consideration. In each particle size, number density should be calculated. But only 13 particles among 1 025 are selected to solve the number density conservation equation. For the rest of the particle sizes, the number density is evaluated by linear interpolation based on selected 13 particles in order to save the computational time.
Using this model, the behavior of aluminum inclusions in molten steel, which is dominated by the natural convection, has been simulated. The mechanism of the aluminum collision and coagulation has been studied.
numbers and particle indexes to start with the smallest size and end with the largest size under consideration. The shape of the particles is assumed to be spherical. Particles with index 0 are those with negligibly small mass of each particle, while the particles with index 1 025 are those with maximum size under consideration. The particles with index 0, represent all kinds of the particles, whose sizes are less than particle index 1. By definition, the other particles do not change the size by the collision with these particles, but index 0 particles are lost by the collision with the other size of the particles. On the other hand, the particles with index 1 025, represent all the particles whose size are larger than the particle index 1 024, so that these particles do not change the size through the collision with any other particles including themselves. In between these two extreme sizes there can be a large number of particles for which the mass of a single particle is a multiple of the mass of the single particle of particle index 1. This is generally explained in Table 1 . Note that the mass, indicated in the Table with an asterisk, is with respect to the mass of particle index 1, which is pr p d 3 p1 /6, where r p is the density of the particles and d p1 is the diameter of the particles with index 1. Further if j is the particle index, the particle number is ( jϩ1) ( jϭ0 to 2 10 ). The mass of each particle is also j in the unit of the particle with index 1. Similarly the diameter of the particles is proportional to ( j) 1/3 , except for the particle index 0 which will have a very small value. Selected particle indexes are 2 l , where lϭ0 to 12 (13 values); particle numbers are 1 and (2 l ϩ1), a total of 13 values. Corresponding particle concentration or number density [m
Ϫ3
] of the selected particles are:
(n 0 ), n 1 , n 2 , n 4 , n 8 , n 16 , n 32 , n 64 , n 128 , n 256 , n 512 , n 1 024 , n 1 025 If the succeeding selected index numbers are J 1 ϭ2 l and J 2 ϭ2 lϩ1 , lϭ1 to 9, the unselected index number range will be (J 1 ϩ1) to (J 2 Ϫ1), a total of (J 2 ϪJ 1 Ϫ1) values. For example, if lϭ2, J 1 ϭ4 and J 2 ϭ8; these give the index numbers of unselected particles in the range: 5, 6, 7 (3 values).
The unselected particles are written in terms of the selected particles at the two sides by linear interpolation. 
Birth and Death Terms of Particles
In order to calculate the behavior of collision and coagulation based on the particle defined previously in Table 1 , there is need to introduce the concept of the birth and death rates of the particles. Now let us examine the particle type 5 (particle index 4). It can be created by collision of particle of index 1 with index 3 (the latter can be interpolated between particles of indexes 2 and 4), or of index 2 with index 2 (collision between particle index 3 with index 1 is just the same as collision between particle of index 1 and particle 3). On the other hand death will occur to particle index 4, if it collides with particle index 1, 2, 3, . . . , 1 025, by creating new particles. Similarly the argument can be extended to particle type 9 (particle index 8). It can be created by collision of particles of index 1 with index 7, or of index 2 with index 6, or with index 3 with index 5, or with index 4 with index 4 (collision of particles of index 5 with index 3, and other collisions will only be repetition of the earlier collisions). Death of particle index 8 will occur after collision with particles of all indexes, except with index 0 and with the same index. The above argument is extended to particles with the maximum index number under consideration, which, in the present case, is maxϭ1 025. Note that in the above collision process, if it is not related with index 0 or index 1 025, the conservation of particles holds strictly. But it should also be noted that the collision with index 0 or with 1 025, conservation of mass does not hold, and that during the process of the linear interpolation of the number density, it doesn't. But this is the method, which is very economical in terms of the CPU time and effort, and should satisfy the mass conservation equation in the above sense. 
Equation of Collision Concept
From the above model of particle creation and destruction, the time rate of change of the number density of the k-th particle (source term) is It is clear from the above two equations that during the process of the collision and coagulation, the number density of the particle index 0 should decrease monotonically, and that of particle index 1 025 should increase monotonically until lower size particles are exhausted. 
Basic Equations
Application Calculation
Based on the above model, natural convection dominated molten steel flow with aluminum inclusions has been calculated, in which the particles and the liquid are solved in coupled ways. But the momentum of the particles is extremely smaller than that of the liquid, and hence the momentum transfer from aluminum particles to molten steel is neglected.
Initially molten steel is stored in a cylindrical vessel of diameter 3.6 m and height 3.54 m. For the numerical model, the flow is assumed as axis-symmetric. The top surface is open to the air and heat is removed at a constant rate 50 000 W/m 2 . From the side and bottom walls, heat is also removed but with smaller rate of 5 000 W/m 2 . Initial temperature of the molten steel is 1 873 K. The thermal boundary condition corresponding to the temperature decrease is 0.24 degrees/s. Initial distribution of the aluminum inclusion is assumed to be uniform in all domains for each particle size. Concerning with initial particle size distribution, there is no available measured data, so that it is assumed to be such a Rosin-Rammler type size distribution as n pk ϭ 10
, for particle with index number j, and we assume that the particle index 1, to be 10 mm diameter. The molten steel density is set as a function of absolute temperature T (1 773 KϽTϽ1 873 K); (8 933ϪT) kg/m 3 , which is derived from our experience in a plant operation and alumina density is assumed to be constant 4 000 kg/m 3 . On the top free surface, the particles are assumed to be able to escape freely with the speed determined by the particle mo- If the flow field is in the transition region from laminar to turbulent, as is seen in this kind of natural convection flow, it is well known that the k-e model may over-predict the turbulent energy and dissipation. So that special care is taken into account. We have done the two kinds of calculation; one case with the collision term based on turbulent viscosity and the other case with molecular viscosity, which excludes the turbulent viscosity. The purpose of the two cases is to estimate the difference of the results due to the error of the turbulent model. Since we have had still unknown factor in this collision model, usually collision efficiency is introduced to cover the unknown factor. In the previous work, its recommended value is varying from 0.1 to 0.63, depending on the author of the paper. In this study, we have done three calculations with collision efficiency of 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0. Total 10 min transient phenomena have been calculated. Because of the quasi-steady nature of the phenomena, time step selected is 10 sec both for the liquid and the particles. Two-dimensional axis-symmetric computational grid, shown in Fig. 1 , is used in all calculations.
Results and Discussion
Velocity Distribution in Flow
Since we assume that the particle should not affect the liquid momentum, the calculated results of the molten steel velocity distribution are the same in all cases. From the top free surface, heat is removed strongly so that the density of the molten steel on the free surface is the highest. So the relatively cold and heavy molten steel near the free surface would go downwards. Also by the same reason, the flow near the side goes downwards. Since there are no other strongly binding boundary conditions, the flow becomes unstable as time goes on. The velocity vectors at time 300 sec and 600 sec, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. Unstable feature of the flow is seen. The velocity in the neighborhood of the side wall is essentially downwards. But due to interaction of the rest part of the flow, it is oscillating. Also there is another pass of the molten steel near the top free surface, which should also go downwards. That is the path along the axis-symmetric line. There are several vortices in the domain, which move at times.
Turbulence Distribution in Flow
The kinetic energy of turbulence and its dissipation rate at time 600 sec are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 , respectively. The turbulent energy is mainly generated near the side wall, bottom wall and the axi-symmetric line. But the velocity is small, so that the turbulence generation is small.
Distribution of Inclusions
The distributions of the inclusions with diameter size of 20 and 80 mm at time 600 sec are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 , respectively. Initially equally distributed particles had slightly non-uniform distribution after 600 sec. The larger size particles have tendency to have relatively uniform distribution than the smaller ones. The reason is explained as follows: the particles should go upwards by buoyancy force with upwards speed proportional to the square of the diameter. So larger particles go upwards faster, which accelerate the mixing. The other hand, due to smaller buoyancy forces, smaller particles have a tendency to stay at the same position especially if they are in the stagnation region. So we can see relatively higher density concentration or lower density concentration of smaller particles in Fig. 6 in the neighborhood of such a stagnation region as is seen near the bottom wall. In order to understand the contribution of each collision term in Eq. (4) onto the source term, S pk1 , S pk2 , S pk3 are defined for each of them and they are added to get
Herein S pki is defined as a contribution of i-th term of Eq. (4), (iϭ1, 2, 3) . In this calculation, almost all the time S pk2 was more than 95% of S pk . The S pk1 value has been of the order of 1/10 000 of the S pk2 , and the S pk3 value has been of the order of 1/100 of S pk2 . The distribution of S pk2 for collision efficiency 1.0 at 600 sec is shown in Fig. 8 . The second term of Eq. (4) is a function of the gravity force and the di- ameter of the colliding particles. Generally speaking, it can be dependent of the velocity or turbulence distribution through relaxation time t, but in this case we have defined t as a function of particle diameter, particle density, and liquid viscosity, so that t is independent of the velocity or turbulence, then so is the second term of Eq. (4). But Fig. 8 shows the non-uniform distribution of S pk2 . The only term, which causes this non-uniform distribution, is the number density term. Initially equally distributed S pk2 can be explained to become non-uniform due to the following reason; Near the free surface, the particles escape from it, so that the number density becomes lower. These lower density region is transported by the downwards velocity, to form a non-uniform distribution of the number density. Figure 9 shows the transient behavior of the various sizes of the inclusion particles distribution. Initially at time zero, the number density of smaller particle is high, by the assumption of the initial number density distribution, so that the number density of the smaller particles decreases by the collision faster than the larger particles. It is very interesting that the number density of the larger particles increases as the time progresses. For those particles, the birth rate is larger than the death rate. In this case the particle size of 80 mm diameter is the crossing point, which distinguishes the increasing and decreasing particles. In this calculation, it should be considered that the particles, whose diameter is less than 10 mm or more than 100 mm, are treated inaccurately so that the behavior of the particles, whose diameters are close to those, should not be so accurate. The same thing as Fig. 9 is shown in Fig. 10 in the number density expression. This is exactly an equivalent phenomenon, but in a different expression.
Transient Behavior of Collision and Coagulation
Figures 11 and 12 show the same tendency in the case of the collision efficiency 0.5. The only difference is that the collision and coagulation are proceeded little bit slowly. In the case of the collision efficiency 0.1, the transition has been more mild as is seen in Figs. 13 and 14. Globally speaking, the behavior of the collision and coagulation is predicted very reasonably.
We have done the sensitivity analysis to estimate the effect of the turbulent viscosity, which is used in two places; one appears in the diffusion coefficient of the number density conservation equation, and the other in the drag force term of the particle momentum equation. All the cases, which have been presented up to this point, are based on the k-e turbulent model. But in the sensitivity analysis, we have used the molecular viscosity instead of turbulent viscosity for the above explained two parameters. The results of the analysis indicated that the calculated number density difference between the two cases, with turbulent viscosity and with molecular viscosity, were within few percent. This indicates that in the context of the model, which we have adopted in this study, the selection of the turbulent model might be almost negligible in the collision and coagulation process in the natural convection dominated molten steel flow. The collision frequency of smaller particles is larger than that of larger particles, because of the initial higher number density of the smaller particles. Then the smaller particles collide and coagulate with each other to form larger particles. If we observe some specific size of the particle, then its number density should increase (birth) due to the collision of the smaller particles, and should decrease (death) due to the collision with other particles. The net effect is determined by the difference of the birth and death. At some particle sizes, the net effect has been zero, which in this study was for particles with diameter of around 80 mm. The global view of the mechanism of collision and coagulation can be clearly observed by the calculation using the mathematical model developed in this work.
Conclusions
In this study, a mathematical model has been developed. That is very economical in terms of computational time and efforts, and is able to predict accurately the behavior of the collision and coagulation considering the larger number of the particle size. It is so general that it can be used for any kinds of the smaller particles, and it should be able to cover a wider range of particle size accurately. In a natural convection dominated flow, it has been proved that the collision and coagulation are mainly dominated by the buoyancy term. The application calculation shows that the model predicts reasonably the transient behaviors of collision and coagulation.
Nomenclature
C dp : Drag coefficient of particles 
